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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of Problem 
The purpose of this study is to determine the responsibility of 
the school in selecting and using educational telecasts. The study will 
involve an analysis of basic research in television teaching, including 
an evaluation of the media and the techniques and areas which hold most 
promise, as well as an indication of the scope, organization, and 
potentiality of the Midwest Program on Airborne Television. This study 
will lead to the formulation of criteria by which an administrator or a 
teacher can determine whether and how educational television can be used 
efficiently. 
Definition of Terms 
TV - Television 
ETV - Educational television 
MPATI - Midwest Program on Airborne Television Instruction 
Channel - A band of frequencies assigned to a specific transmitter 
Kinescope - A filmed recording of a television program 
Need For The Study 
With the rapid development of television during the past decade, 
it was logical that our schools should turn to this new medium to 
explore its uses as an educational tool. 
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Television is one means of human communication. It is graphic; 
it is immediate; it is widespread. It can project the human personality 
great distances and magnify its influence many times. 
Organized education depends on human communication. If the 
younger generation is to learn from the older, methods must be available 
for transmitting ideas and information from teacher to learner. When 
any system of communication becomes available to a large proportion of 
the population, it becomes a potential force in education. In the past 
this has happened with the spoken word, the written word, printing, 
pictures, and radio. It is happening with television at the present 
time. 
Several factors compel educators to examine the possibilities of 
television with care and hope; these factors have little to do with 
cheaper or more massive teaching; they refer, rather, to a finer kind 
of teaching. Television has the potential for using the skill of the 
especially gifted teacher beyond the walls of a si~glE! classroom. This 
is a consideration which mi_st !:e taken into w:coun:: in assGssing the 
experiments in the effectiveness of classroom television. 
History of Educational Television to 1960 
The term ''Educational Television" gained widespread recognition 
as a result of the action, in 1952, of the Federal Communications 
Commission in reserving 242 television channels for noncommercial use 
by educational interests in this country. Since that time, other channel 
reservations have been added so that, by 1957, the number had reached 
258. This legislative action might be compared with the Morrill Act 
of 1862 - a setting aside of part of the public domain for educational 
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use and for the public betterment. 
The Commission, in making these channel reservations, gave consid-
erable latitude in interpreting the functions of educational television. 
The Joint Council on ETV has defined them as programs for: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
In-school instruction. 
Formal instruction for adults (including TV for college 
credit). 
Informal instruction for adults (helping solve problems of 
living). 
Instruction for home and business (guidance for home and 
family life; strengthening our American system of private 
enterprise). 
Liberal education and cultural improvement (museums, 
galleries, political, and social affairs). 1 
Children's programs (without gunplay or violence). 
The emphasis in the Federal Communications Connnission ruling 
calling for operation of educational television stations by nonprofit 
institutions brought about a new type of community cooperation. All 
educational agencies in the area served by a station are given the 
opportunity to participate in program production, planning, and policy 
making. 
One of the first major experiments in ETV was conducted by the 
New Jersey State Teachers College in 1954. American History was presented 
over closed-circuit TV to fifth grade pupils in nearby schools. The 
results were satisfying enough that Pennsylvania State University tried 
closed-circuit TV at the college level in 1955. After four years, the 
administrators were so thoroughly convinced of its value that the entire 
support of the program was assumed by the university. 2 
lRalph Steele, Four Years ,2i Progress in Educational Television 
(Washington: Joint Committee on Educational Television, 1956), p. 8. 
2rhe Fund for the Advancement of Education, Decade of Experiment 
(New York: The Fund for the Advancement of Education, 1961), pp. 53-54. 
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While closed-circuit TV may be appropriate for one school, one 
school system, or a densely populated area, regular open-circuit tele-
casting is a more economical method to reach widely scattered audiences. 
In 1956 the Chicago Board of Education initiated the first city-
wide TV project using open-circuit telecasting to teach college-level 
courses. The Board believed that people living in the area could 
successfully take courses given by Chicago City Junior College without 
coming to a classroom. Courses were televised both during the day and 
at night, study materials were made available, and students were required 
to mail in written work for grading and to attend occasional conferences 
and examinations at several branches of the college. The program has 
been continued by the Board without assistance since 1959 as an integral 
part of the college budget; nine courses are given each semester and lead 
to the junior-college degree of Associate in Arts. Enrollments via TV 
have matched full-time regular enrollments in nwnbers. The cost of TV 
instruction per student is dropping down close to the cost of conventional 
3 instruction, and may eventually be lower. 
Outstanding experiments in the public schools were those conducted 
in Pittsburgh, Alabama, and in Washington County (Hagerstown), Maryland. 
In cooperation with the local educational TV station, Pittsburgh in 1955 
offered courses in reading, French, and arithmetic for fifth-grade 
students, this being the first public-school attempt anywhere to teach 
basic subjects via open-circuit TV. During the next four years, twenty-
nine more courses were added, and the program was joined by most public 
3rbid., pp. 55-56. 
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schools, and by many outlying systems in western Pennsylvania. Today 
125,000 students in 437 schools are receiving part of their instruction 
from Pittsburgh's two ETV stations. 4 
Television instruction on a state-wide basis was first explored in 
1956 by the University of Alabama. Using the state ETV network, which 
reaches about eighty per cent of the public schools, the University is 
providing courses for credit at both school and college levels. Courses 
for teachers are also telecast. The number of participating schools has 
increased from 100 in the first year to approximately 600 in the 1960-61 
school year. An estimated 300,000 pupils are today receiving televised 
instruction in Alabama, many of tnem in subjects such as music, art, 
languages, and science, tor wnich their schools previously had poorly 
qualified teacners or none.) 
The largest single experiment in public-school teaching by closed-
circuit TV is taking place in Hagerstown, Maryland, and in surrounding 
Washington County. This project started in the fall of 1956. Today, 
nine-tenths of the 18,200 pupils in Washington County's school system 
are receiving at least one period of televised instruction a day. All 
together, 122 lessons a week in all major subjects are transmitted live, 
plus nineteen filmed or taped courses. 
:Nore than 12, 000 people have visited Hagerstown - teachers, admin-
istrators, journalists, school-board members, and curious laymen. No 
other TV project for in-school instruction has attracted greater 
national and international attention. Supported initially by the Ford 
4 lb id. ' p. 56 . 
Srbid. 
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Foundation, the program has gained steadily increasing county and state 
support, assuring continued use of television after the Foundation's 
assistance terminates this year. 6 
Midwest Program on Airborne Television Instruction 
In the fall of 1959, a group of Midwestern educators announced a 
plan to bring ETV to the Midwest. The Midwest Program on Airborne 
Television Instruction represents an attempt to bring educational 
television to millions of school children in an area composed of parts 
of six states. 
By placing the transmitting equipment in an airplane, the station 
can be elevated a few miles above the earth. This expands the geographic 
coverage enabling the broadcasts to reach a large majority of school 
children beyond the telecasting limits of ground-based ETV stations. 
This is particularly important because the rural areas need help in 
raising their educational standards. 
MPATI's schedule starts initially with the telecasting of instruc-
tional programs over two channels. If this pilot operation proves 
successful, it would then be possible to expand the service to six 
simultaneous programs. A TV station transmitting six simultaneous 
programs could provide 72 separate half-hour units during a six-hour 
school day. This makes it possible to provide televised programs covering 
a considerable portion of the entire curriculum of a school system at all 
grade levels, even allowing for some repetition of programs.at different 
hours to provide greater flexibility of scheduling for individual schools. 
6Ibid., pp. 57-58. 
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In developing a program of education to be transmitted by tele-
vision from an aircraft, MPATI has drawn upon a wide array of talent -
from curriculum specialists to airplane technicians, from classroom 
teachers to TV producers. Their particular gifts could be utilized only 
by a careful organization of the major areas of activity as follows: 
Selection of courses: 
The MPATI and the members of its Curriculum Policy and 
Planning Committee have held wide consultation with school 
personnel in the telecast region to assure that the service 
provided is tailored to the particular needs of schools in 
the Midwest. 
The Curriculum Committee itself represents an assemblage 
of outstanding educators from each of the six states encom-
passed by the program; curriculum experts from all levels of 
education, elementary through college; men and women thoroughly 
familiar with and responsible for the school systems of the 
six-state area. 
Selection of TV teachers: 
An intensive 'teacher talent search' has been conducted 
by MPATI to find the most outstanding teachers, not only from 
the six-state area, but from classrooms throughout the United 
States. Kinescoped 'auditions' vf nearly 300 teacher-candidates 
have already been forwarded to the viewing rooms at Purdue 
University where a TV Teacher Preliminary Screening Panel of 
local and regional experts in education and educational TV 
convened to sift out some 50 of the best. Six men and ten 
women have already been chosen from the 300 applicants. These 
sixteen teachers which are a part of the faculty of 'the 
nation's largest school district' met for the first time at 
Purdue University, Wednesday, July 10, 1960, to start learning 
about their jobs in a summer workshop. 
These sixteen teachers were chosen because they reach 
the students and involve the students. Next year they will 
attempt to reach and involve pupils in Indiana, Illinois, 
Wisconsin, Ohio, Michigan, and Kentucky. 
Preparation of materials: 
The workshop activities will include production of course 
outlines, development of supplementary written materials, 
research, design, and construction of graphic materials, and 
consultation with TV production personnel, outstanding 
academic authorities in particular subject areas, and with 
curriculum specialists from the six-state region to be sure 
each course falls within the prescribed 'course of study' 
specifications of the several states. 
On completion of course preparation, the TV teachers 
will go to production centers for the actual recording work. 
Kinescopes will be made of the programs to be used next year. 
To help them make the maximum use of the telecast 
courses, participating schools will be provided with a log 
of courses offered and will be able to purchase needed 
supplemental texts, syllabi, and other written aids prepared 
with the assistance of MPATI's Educational Materials Division. 
In addition, a manual prepared by prominent educators 
will be available to teachers and administrators advising them 
on how to use instructional television effectively in the 
classroom. 
All such material will be carefully tailored to the actual 
courses to be received on the classroom TV receivers. 
Appropriate use of and reference to state-adopted texts will 
be made. There wi 11 be full cooper at ion with cormnerc ial 
publishers of state-adopted and recommended materials. School 
libraries will be advised in advance of supplemental materials 
mentioned in the TV courses so that they may have an adequate 
supply on hand. 
Airborne facilities: 
Two DCA6B aircraft - one to serve as a standby - will be 
used for transmitting study courses to the schools. Based 
at Purdue University Airport, West Lafayette, Indiana, each 
plane will be equipped with two TV transmitters and external 
30-foot sending antenna, permitting telecasting of two courses 
of instruction simultaneously. 
In operation during the school day, the transmitting 
aircraft will orbit in a circle of 10 miles radius at an 
assigned altitude of 23,000 feet over central Indiana. Tae 
Fede;:al Aviation Asency hds assisted in the selection of this 
airspace to insure uninterrupted operation of the planes.7 
On May 8, 1961, MPATI came on the air with its test pattern to 
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test the reception in its area of broadcast and to test and make adjust-
ments in the transmitting equipment. The test pattern was on each 
morning during the week. During this week, the receiving sets at the 
Bridgeport School were checked and adjustments made to insure a good 
image on the screens. 
7Purdue Research Foundation, Midwest Program£!! Airborne Television 
Instruction (Lafayette, Indiana: Purdue Research Foundation, 1960), 
pp. 12-15. 
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.On May 15, 1961, MPATI began broadcasting in a limited number of 
subject areas. These programs were presented on Monday through Thursday, 
from May 15 until May 31. The tests were made at this time to test the 
reaction of educators in the area on the feasibility of the project. 
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The Vincennes, Indiana Sun-Conunercial carried an article the next 
day which presented the views of the administrative personnel of the 
Vincennes schools. The reaction was favorable. The superintendent 
stated that equipment would be purchased during the sunnner for use next 
fall when the programs start. 
8vincennes, Indiana Sun-Commercial (May 16, 1961), p. 1. 
CHAPTER II 
RESEARCH AND ITS IMPLICATIONS 
Television programs may be broadly classified as those primarily 
designed to inform, to develop appreciations, to entertain, and to 
teach. In general, qualitative criteria should be used in judging the 
success of educational television progrannning. 
Harold Wigren lists the following criteria for qualifying an 
educational program as a meaningful learning situation: 
1. The program should have an educational purpose. 
2. The program should provide the possibility of continuity. 
3. The program should present an educational philosophy 
consistent with democratic values. 
4. The program should be built upon the needs and problems 
of the viewers. 
5. The program should serve as a means of growth and develop-
ment for the individual who views it. 
6. The program should involve the viewer as a participant. 
7. The program should be a means by which many creative and 
thought~provoking experiences can come to individuals. 
8. The program should be presented in an atmosphere of 
objectivity. 
9. The program should be flexible in its design and appr~ach. 
10. The program must communicate clearly and effectively. 
The most important test, however, of any new method of teaching is 
how well the student learns from it. A good many people feared at 
first that TV - an impersonal, one-way medium of communication - could 
not provide the same quality of instruction as the direct two-way 
teacher-pupil contact in the classroom. Several evaluation studies have 
9Harold Wigren, 11Planning for the JevelcpIT.ent of Educational 
Television in Houston, TGxa.:;, 11 Ph.D. dissertation, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, pp. 50-55, cited by William Cunnning, This is 
Educational Television (Ann Arbor, Michigan: Edwards Brothers, Inc., 
1954), pp. 96-98. 
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been made on how the students who learn from TV compare with those taught 
in the ordinary fashion. These investigations consider not only the 
students 1 ability to retain the facts presented, but their capacity for 
critical and conceptual thinking, and their ability to make judgments 
and solve problems in the area concerned. 
Virtually without exception, the completed studies have found that 
the quality of learning does not decline. The TV students do as well 
as, and in some cases better than, the conventional classroom students. 
Wischner and Scheier summarize research in the use of television for 
instructional purposes as follows: 
1. Within the range of subject matters and student groups 
investigated, TV groups generally learn as well as 
regular instruction groups. 
2. In some illtances, TV groups achieve significantly better 
than their controls. 
3. With respect to retention measures, TV groups do as well 
as regularly instructed groups. 
4. TV instruction is somewhat better with subject matter 
concerned with small parts and interrelations among them. 
5. Television is neither much better nor worse for straight-
forward lecture and blackboard presentation than face-to-
face teaching. 
6. Learning via kinescopes gives somewhat the same results. 
7. In the very few situations where it has been possible to 
use a performance measure to evaluate learning of a skill, 
TV has shown up relatively well. 
8. Absolute score differences between TV and regular 
instruction groups for the most part have been relatively 
small. 
9. Data are available which suggest that TV instruction is 
better with lower aptitude groups, and may be better or 
worse, depending upon the instructor. 
10. Available data suggest that TV does not particularly 
benefit average and higher aptitude students. 
11. TV instructors can be trained in a relatively short time. 10 
lOGeorge J. Wischner and Ivan H. Scheier, 11Some Thoughts on Tele-
vision as an Educational Tool, ;r The American Psychologist, Vol. 10, p. 
613, cited by Edgar Dale, Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching (New York: 
The Dryden Press, 1954), p. 203. 
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Characteristics of Television 
Television is potentially the most powerful of all the communica-
tions instruments currently available to the teacher. It has most of 
the qualities of other media of conununication - the motion picture, 
radio, theater, the press - but is more versatile than any one of them. 
Television is a means to an end. It should be used by the teacher to 
accomplish a specific teaching job, regardless of the subject taught. 
It can be used one time for motivation, another for review, another for 
presenting learning experiences which otherwise could not be brought 
into the classroom. Television thus has the potential of being a 
versatile tool in the hands of a skillful teacher. 
Edgar Dale lists some of the characteristics of the new medium as: 
Concreteness of the real and the immediate: 
To say that television is tremendously real and inunediate 
is to belabor the obvious. With its twofold engagement of 
the eye and the ear, television can bring us into contact 
with events in an exciting and clarifying way. For example, 
a live telecast of a presidential inauguration offers meanings 
to students that no amount of reading or still pictures or 
even films can match. 
The challenge of the unexpected: 
When we witness a real-life event or a telecast of a real-
life event, we are challenged and absorbed. The outcome is 
in doubt, we share the uncertainty. A live telecast, there-
fore, is never a foregone conclusion, as is true of even the 
most: exciting motion picture. 
Uniformity of communication: 
Television is the mea.r:.s by which teachers, parents, 
children, all citizens may share a common experience at the 
same time. But such a statement must be qualified by what we 
know of the communicative process. What we can get out of 
any experience always depends on what we bring to it. When 
we say, therefore, that millions of people of all ages have had 
a conunon experience, we must mean that some essentials were 
shared in corrnnon but little more. 
In using television for teaching, we will do what we 
always do in teaching: begin at the point where the learner 
is. Though the same television program can reach millions, 
let us not forget that education is most successful when 
materials are prepared for specific groups on specific 
subjects at specific levels of education, experience, and 
interest. 
Television as a versatile vehicle: 
Any telecast may use a battery of audio-visual materials. 
It can introduce models, demonstrations, exhibits, and chalk-
boards, for example. This versatility is a notable advantage, 
of course. The versatility of television can give it enormous 
range for clarifying and explaining, tor the medium can 
utilize literally anything that contributes to communication. 
And in doing so, it achieves variety and broadened appeal to 
the varied groups who use it. 
Reinforcing existing understandings: 
Television tends to stimulate and reinforce ideas, 
beliefs, and tendencies already possessed by the viewer. It 
is likely to be most effective when it adds something to what 
we are already familiar with or know. It cannot easily 
reconstruct our ways of thinking or doing. In this respect 
it resembles most educational agencies - and this is another 
way of saying that television is a device to be used by the 
teacher, that it is only as useful educationally in the 
classroom as the teacher helps make it. 
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Before the telecast, the teacher should provide activities 
which will motivate and heighten the pupils' interest. The 
children should be encouraged to talk about the program and 
to recognize purposes for seeing it.11 
These characteristics can be of value to education. Where proper-
ly used, the qualities of TV which have the greatest value to educators 
are its method of distribution, its versatility, its innnediacy and 
intimacy, and its power for informing, persuading, and suggesting. 
TV's distribution method is better than that of any other medium. 
It can transmit educational material to a vast number of persons 
s imultan1~ous ly. 
TV's versatility means that the knowledge and techniques of master 
teachers, of expert authorities, and of brilliant talents of all types 
llEdgar Dale, Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching (New York: The 
Dryden Press, 1954), pp. 200-202. 
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can be utilized from one originating point and spread to many TV sets 
simultaneously. Some ways in which TV may prove superior to the 
classroom are: bringing the far and distant near; speeding up and 
slowing C:own of operations; and showing objects in detail. TV's versa-
tility means people, objects, and events can be utilized more efficiently 
for educational purposes. 
TV's immediacy and intimacy mean that it can make education timely, 
spontaneous, and personal. Action and sound can be viewed and heard 
while they are taking place. 
TV 1 s power for informing, persuading, and suggesting means that 
talented personalities can be brought more effectively to the learner. 
One expert performance going to many outlets may produce more worth-
while results than individual performances to isolated groups by weaker 
personalities. 
Hagersto~m Study and Survey 
These advantages can lead to greater learning. This was demonstra-
ted by a study made of sixth-grade test results in Hagerstown, Maryland. 
The Stanford Achievement Test was given in September, 1957, and again 
in May, 1958. Approximately nine hundred pupils in the sixth grade 
who received television lessons in science achieved fourteen months' 
growth. The remaining six hundred pupils who had conventional classroom 
instruction in science achieved ten months' growth. A difference in 
achievement was also found among varying ability levels. For above-
average IQ pupils, those who received television instruction achieved 
three months more than those in conventional classrooms; average ability 
television pupils realized three months more growth; and the below-
15 
average-ability pupils, who received television instruction, achieved 
seven months more than those in conventional classrooms. 
The pupils were grouped at the beginning of the year. Table 1 
presents the average growth by three levels of ability as indicated by 
I.Q. only. Each cell portrays the number of pupils, their average 
intelligence quotient, and average growth from September 1957 to May 
1958 on the Stanford Science Test. 12 
TABIE 1 
TABLE OF AVERAGE GROWTH IN SCIENCE 13 
IN GRADE SIX BY THREE ABILITY LEVELS 
Ability Levels Pupils Receiving TV Pupils in Conventional Classes 
111-140 201 pupils 84 pupils 
118 average I. Q. 117 average I.Q. 
15 mo. average growth 12 mo. average growth 
90-110 527 pupils 365 pupils 
100 average I.Q. 100 average I. Q. 
14 mo. average growth 11 mo. average gro"~h 
57-89 155 pupils 146 pupils 
83 average I.Q. 83 average I.Q. 
13 mo. average growth 6 mo. average growth 
12william M. Brish, ':Closed Circuit Television for Science - U.S.A." 
Corrununication Media and the School, The Year Book of Education (New York: 
World Book Company, 1960), pp. 216-220. 
13Ibid., p. 221. 
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Science by television has been accepted by the students. A 
survey in May 1959 indicated that approximately three out of four 
(71.8 per cent) of the students in the sixth grade preferred to have 
their science class 11with television" instead of nwithout television. 11 
(Other choices were 10.4 per cent "without television; 11 17.7 per cent 
umakes no difference.") In response to :mo you think that you can 
learn more about science with television or without television?" 
approximately three out of four, 77.2 per cent, selected "learn more 
with television;" 12.4 per cent n1earn more without television;" and 
10.3 per cent "makes no difference." 
Teachers stated that they thought the lessons were more stimula-
ting when taught by television than when taught in the classroom. 
In answer to 11Do you think that your pupils can learn more about science 
with television or without television (with you teaching the class)?" 
92 per cent said 11with television, 11 4 per cent "without television," and 
L} per cent "makes no difference. n 
According to the findings of this survey, television can be used 
effectively in teaching children. The results may be partially deter-
mined by the ability levels of the children participating. The advan-
tages offered by the television screen and television progrannning lead 
to greater learning. 
CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECCMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
It is too early to predict what may be the effect of television 
on education in general, but the use of television in schools today is 
quite evident. It is bringing educational programs to children who are 
not in school such as the preschool children, handicapped, and shut-in 
children. The basic idea being used today seems to be that the borders 
of a school are not at the edge of school property but extend out to the 
entire public. Therefore, television is being used to educate adults 
beyond college age, drop-outs from high school, and intellectually 
curious who will never complete their lifelong interest in knowledge. 
As a means of supplementing the regular classroom work of our 
school, it possesses a great potential in aiding the teacher in her task 
of instruction. This development in the area of mass communication has 
already been the means of more adequately informing our citizens of 
what is happening in the world today. With the newspaper, the magazine, 
the motion picture, and the radio, we live in the instantaneous present. 
With our schools, our libraries, our museums, our books, we find the means 
of integrating the present with the immediate past as well as with the 
rich glories of antiquity. Television serves to bring us both the 
dramatized past and the thrilling experiences of the present. 
The high point of the year at Bridgeport School came on May 5, 1961, 
when all the children in the school system gathered around the television 
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sets to watch the "Man in Space Project. 11 The children were very quiet 
as the countdown started, and they anticipated what might happen during 
the blastoff. It was a unique experience to watch history being made. 
It is true that they could have waited to see the program that night on 
the "news, 11 but the reactions were different because they did not know 
the outcome. Another important event happened on May 8, 1961, when they 
watched 11Spaceman:i Sheppard being welcomed to the city of Washington anc~ 
receiving a medal .from Pre::; i.dcnt Kennedy. 
Conclusions 
Television cannot be used to replace the classroom teacher or as 
relief for the teacher shortage. Present research suggests that in very 
few cases can television be expected to replace teacher personnel in 
the classroom. The reason for this is because the major elements of the 
teaching process - planning, guiding, and evaluating the teaching 
situation - lie beyond the capability of a mechanism. Where television 
has been effectively used, it has been an aid to the teacher, and not as 
a substitute therefor. The classroom teacher and TV must form a partner-
ship wherein each has an important role to play. Therefore, what is 
done in education with TV will depend largely upon how the classroom 
teacher sees her role and what she does with the experiences provided 
through the medium. 
Sometimes educators get so enthusiastic with the possibilities of 
ETV that they forget to stop and consider some of the weaknesses of 
the medium. Some of these weaknesses brought out by the superintendent, 
principals, and teachers last spring at Bridgeport were: 
1. The initial cost of installing television equipment is high. 
2. The TV screen is too small for large groups to be able to watch 
one set. 
3. Television cannot be slowed down for one learner and speeded up 
for another. 
4. TV makes interaction between the teacher and the student more 
difficult. 
19 
5. The screen cannot assess the reactions of students to the material 
being presented. 
6. Performances by weak personalities are a .waste of time. 
7. TV tends to develop passive watchers rather than active learners. 
When television is thought of as a device for saving money or 
relieving the teacher shortage, the tendency is to utilize it in a way 
that limits its effectiveness in the classroom. It seems generally, on 
the basis of vtiat is known now about learning with special devices, 
that the greate:..· the economy brought about by classroom TV, the greater 
the danger of less effective teaching. 
Recommendations 
ETV is not an easy method of teaching. It should not be recommended 
to any teacher who is not willing to work harder than he or she is now 
working. Television may prove useful at Bridgeport to teachers in the 
following categories: young teachers who are not sure of their subject 
matter, older teachers vtlo haven't been to college for years and need 
some in-service training, teachers who need help in particular areas such 
as science. TV may have some possibilities as a team teaching device 
in which the classroom teacher assists the TV teacher with the lesson. 
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TV is time consuming and disruptive of a present planned schedule. 
However, if TV can be used to help accomplish a specific task, the 
teacher should be aware of this and be prepared to take advantage of the 
offering. 
Too often teachers are prone to think of education only for life 
today; but it must be more than that. The task before the school is 
to build and maintain such an educational program that the boys and 
girls who pass through the classrooms will be so inspired that their 
experiences will cause them to achieve a status of effective citizen-
ship in the society in which they live and will live in the future. 
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APPENDIX A 
MPATI TENTATIVE SCHEDULE OF COURSES 
MONDAY 
Channel 72 
8:00 Russian 
8:30 General Science - Jr. High 
9:00 Arithmetic - Grade 3 
9:15 French or Spanish - Jr. High 
9:45 Music - Grades 1-3 
10:00 Humanities 
10:30 Social Studies - Grades 1-3 
10:45 Language Arts - Grades 3-4 
11:00 Humanities (repeat) 
11:30 Government - Civics - Gr. 8-12 
12:00 Science - Continental Classroom 
12: 30 General Science - Jr. High (repeat) 
1:00 Art - Grades 1-3 
1:15 Science - Grades 1-2 
1:30 French - Grades 3-6 
1:45 Science - Grades 3-4 
2:00 --------------------
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Channel 76 
Frontiers of Science or Math 
Physics MIT 
Arithmetic - Grade 6 
Advanced Foreign Lang. H.S. 
Music - Grades 4-6 
Int. Relations - Area Study 
Arithmetic - Gifted Children 
Language Arts - Grades 5-6 
Frontiers of Science or Math (repeat) 
Int. Relations (repeat) 
Great Issues - Social Science 
Humanities - Great Books 
Art - Grades 4-6 
Social Studies - Grades 4-6 
Spanish - Grades 3-6 
Science - Grades 5-6 
TUESDAY 
Channel 72 
8:00 Russian 
8:30 General Science - Jr. High 
9:00 Arithmetic - Grade lf 
9: 15 French or Spanish 1 
-
Jr. High 
9: L;.5 Art - Grades 1-3 
10:00 Humanities 
lO:JO Language Arts - Grades 1-2 
10: l;.5 Language Arts - Grades 3-4 
ll:UO Guidance 
-
Jr. High 
11:30 Government-Civics - Grades 8-12 
12:00 Science - Continental Classroom 
12:30 General Science - Jr. High (repeat) 
1:00 Music - Grades 1-3 (repeat) 
1: 15 Arithmetic - Gifted Children 
(repeat) 
1: 30 French .~ Grades 3-6 
1:45 Science - Grades 3-4 
2:00 ---------------------
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Channel 76 
Math for Teachers - H.S. 
Science MIT 
Arithmetic - Grade 5 
Advanced Foreign Lang. - H.S. 
Art - Grades 4-6 
Int. Relations - Area Study 
Teachers' French 
Language Arts - Grades 5-6 
Frontiers of Science or Math 
(repeat) 
Int. Relations - Area Study 
(repeat) 
Great Issues - Social Science 
Guidance - Jr. High (repeat) 
Music 4-6 (repeat) 
Social Studies - Grades 4-6 
Spanish - Grades 3-6 
Science - Grades 5-6 
Channel 72 
8:00 Russian 
8:30 General Science - Jr. High 
9:00 Arithmetic - Grade 3 
9: 15 French or Spanish 1 - Jr. High 
9 : L;.5 Hus ic - Grades 1-3 
10:00 Guidance - Sr. High 
10:30 Social Studies - Grades 1-3 
10: L,5 Language Arts - Grades 3-l; 
11:00 Humanities 
11:30 Government-Civics - Grades 8-12 
12:00 Science - Continental Classroom 
12:30 General Science - Jr. High (repeat) 
1:00 Art - Grades 1-3 
1:15 Science - Grades 1-2 
1:30 French - Grades 3-6 
1:45 Science - Grades 3-4 
2:00 ---------------------
Channel 76 
Frontiers of Science or Math 
Physics HIT 
Arithmetic - Grade 6 
Advanced Foreign Lang. - H. S. 
Music - Grades 4-6 
Int. Relations - Area Study 
Arithmetic - Gifted Children 
Language Arts - Grades 5-6 
Guidance - H. S. (repeat) 
Int. Relations - Area Study 
(repeat) 
Math for H.S. Teachers (repeat) 
Humanities - Great Books 
Art - Grades 4-6 
Social Studies - Grades 4-6 
Spanish - Grades 3-6 
Science - Grades 5-6 
THURSDAY 
Channel 72 
8:00 Russian 
8:30 General Science 
-
Jr. High 
9:00 Arithmetic - Grade L+ 
9:15 French or Spanish 1 - Jr. High 
9:45 Art - Grades 1-3 
10:00 Humanities 
10:30 Language Arts 
-
Grades 1-2 
10: Lf5 Language Arts - Grades 3-L:. 
11:00 Humanities (repeat) 
11:30 Government-Civics - Grades 8-12 
12:00 Great Issues - Social Science 
12:30 General Science - Jr. High (repeat) 
1:00 Music - Grades 1-3 (repeat) 
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Channel 76 
Frontiers of Science or Math 
Physics MIT 
Arithmetic - Grade 5 
Advanced Foreign Lang. - H.S. 
Art - Grades 4-5 
Int. Relations - Area Study 
Teachers' Spanish 
Language A!:ts - Grades 5-6 
Frontiers of Science or Math 
(repeat) 
Int. Relations - Area Study 
(repeat) 
Science - Continental Classroom 
Science - Continental Classroom 
Music - Grades 4-6 (repeat) 
1:15 Arithmetic - Gifted Children (repeat) Social Studies - Grades 4-6 
1:30 French - Grades 3-6 Spanioh - Grades 3-6 
1:45 Science - Grades 3-4 Science - Grades 5-6 
2:00 ----------------------
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APPENDIX B 
WTVW CHANNEL 7 EVANSVILLE, INDIANA 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
lO:GO 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
11: 55 
English - Grade 9 
Intermediate Science and Health 
U. S. History 
Science - Grade 8 
Government 
Conversational Spanish 
Plane Geometry 
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